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01. INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

ABSTRACT
Flash News: “299 oil and gas M&A
transactions in the first half of 2014”
Deloitte, October 9th 2014.
Because they are present in a considerable variety
of products such as vehicles, planes, farms, detergents, plastic goods, appliances and cosmetics, fossil fuels have a significant importance in our daily
lives.
As stated by the renowned historian Albert Marrin:
“by the fall of 1918, it was clear that a nation’s prosperity, even its very survival, depended on securing
a safe, abundant supply of cheap oil.” Hence, without fossil fuels the world would come to a near halt.
As a result, oil supply and demand hold a major role
in the world both economically and politically. As
with other industries, Oil & Gas supply and demand
is influenced by prices, which are regulated by the
producers. This group is led by the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries (“OPEC”) comprised of National Oil Companies (“NOCs”) as well
as International Oil Companies (“IOCs”) along with
oil traders. The trader’s group includes large banks,
hedge funds and specialized commodities trading
firms such as Glencore, Trafigura and Vittol.
Finding, extracting and refining fossil fuels require
intricate procedures making the Oil & Gas industry vast and multidimensional in terms of market
players, activities and regulations. The process required for fossil fuels to reach a finished product is
both capital intensive and technically challenging.
First, the soil requires exploration in order to find
commercial quantities of resources. To this aim,
oilfields and drilling rigs need to be erected, constantly updated, and regularly maintained. Subsequently, the resources have to be transported and
refined before being offered to retailers. Each link
in this “value chain” from exploration to refining
requires robust, advanced technologies and highly
qualified labor.
The Oil & Gas industry, throughout the process, is
subjected to fierce competition, sophisticated technological developments, capital intensity and sensitivity to economic downturns. Moreover, some oilfields are located in politically unstable regions and
the industry is becoming more and more sensitive
to environmental regulations. As a result, investments in this industry are often complex and not
all sectors within the industry present the same risk
levels and rewards.

However, the Oil & Gas industry is supported by a
specialized service sector that is crucial to its performance and survival. This sector is called Oil
Field Services (“OFS”). Although it is lesser known
than the Oil & Gas industry itself, players in the OFS
are an integral component of the industry and offer
significant opportunities for investors. Major OFS
operators such as Schlumberger, Halliburton, Baker Hughes, Weatherford – called the “Big 4”- are on
the forefront of the Oil & Gas industry. They have
a lesser exposure to macroeconomics factors, making them relatively “anti-fragile” and representing
a proxy to a safer direct participation in the energy
sector.
As a result of this “anti-fragility” that stems from
their relative resilience to macro risks and robust
growth prospects, deal-making has doubled annually over the last decade in the OFS sector. The competitive nature of the Oil & Gas industry dictates the
need for OFS operators to keep up with such a brisk
momentum. They must constantly enter new markets, integrate services, access new technologies
and lower production costs. Their need for capital
augments in conjunction with their risks and rewards, thus presenting some interesting opportunities for PE investments. Also, because this industry
is service orientated and does not require particular
background in the Oil & Gas sector, PE firms have
relished to invest bringing much needed capital for
expansion.
In this report, we aim to drill the workings of the Oil
& Gas industry and its OFS sector in order to better
understand the macroeconomic factors that influence the supply and demand. We shall also attempt
to analyze the industry’s underlying risks on a global scale whilst emphasizing the growing potential
of the MENA region, to determine the prospects of
OFS operators and to offer precedents of PE investments in this sector.
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DEFINING THE OIL INDUSTRY
“Omnia bona quoad perfora”
“All prospects look good until drilled”.
The Oil & Gas industry can be divided into three
sub-sectors, namely the upstream, midstream and
downstream.
01. THE UPSTREAM SECTOR

03. THE DOWNSTREAM SECTOR

The ground exploration and the fuel extraction processes are referred to as the upstream sector and
commonly called the exploration and production
sector (“E&P”). Thus, the upstream sector includes
vetting and searching for potential onshore or offshore crude oil and natural gas, drilling of exploratory wells, and subsequently drilling and operating
the wells that recover and bring the crude oil or raw
natural gas to the surface.

The third link in the value chain involves the transformation and refining of fossil fuels and energy
resources into usable energy products. This sub-sector is called the downstream sector. This sub-sector
commonly includes the refining of petroleum crude
oil and the processing and purifying of raw natural
gas, as well as, the marketing and distribution of
products derived from crude oil and natural gas to
end users (wholesalers and retailers).
The downstream sector touches consumers in a
variety of products such as gasoline, kerosene, jet
fuel, heating oil, fuel oils, lubricants, waxes, asphalt,
natural gas, as well as hundreds of petrochemicals
derivative products.

The upstream sector is crucial for locating and
extracting fuel and represents both the most rewarding and riskiest side of the three sub-sectors.
Upstream requires significant capital, advanced
technologies and R&D, coupled with a specialized
labor force, all without guarantees that the exploration efforts will bear fruit.
02. THE MIDSTREAM SECTOR
The second link in the value chain comprises the
transportation, storage and marketing of the fuels to refineries. This link acts as a middleman for
downstream and upstream players, and is called the
midstream sector. The sector involves the transportation by pipeline, rail, barge, oil tankers or trucks,
the storage, and the wholesale marketing of crude
petroleum products. Pipelines and other transport
systems are used to move crude oil from production
sites to refineries and other downstream facilities
and plants.
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The below schematic describes the three subsectors in relation to each other.
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DEFINING OFS
Oil & Gas producers, be them NOCs or IOCs, all
rely heavily on OFS operators to maintain, develop
and support their operations at all levels of the value chain. In fact, without the engineering support
provided by the OFS sector to build wells, maintain
fields, provide engineering, manpower and maintenance amongst other services, the Oil & Gas industry would not be able to function properly, if at all.
Technology as well as maintenance and manpower
are needed at each stage of the value chain, from exploration to refining, and thus OFS operators provide support services to all such activities.
For instance, OFS operators offer support at the
E&P level by providing seismic, imagery, well
drilling and well-support activities, along with
construction and logistics. For the midstream sector they provide services such as pipe laying, and

construction of tank farms and storage facilities.
For the downstream sector, they provide engineering, procurement and construction (“EPC”).
Even though OFS operators are less visible than
NOCs or IOCs, they invariably provide critical services to all such companies throughout the cycles,
and therefore are much in demand, armed with
skilled services and patented technologies that
command higher margins.
Case in point, Schlumberger, one of the Big 4, realized revenues of $45b in 2013. Schlumberger’s
market cap more than tripled in the last decade to
reach $114b in 2013 (more than double its annual
revenues).
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02. MARKET CONSTRUCT

ABSTRACT
The Oil & Gas industry and the OFS operators are
so intertwined that the same underlying factors affecting the former directly impact the latter, albeit
to a lesser extent. Risks associated with the Oil &
Gas industry include fluctuations in oil prices, production capacity and reserves, political stability and
regulations. Conversely, factors such as population
growth, urbanization, GDP growth and energy demand and consumption positively affect OFS operators.

GLOBAL TRENDS
Before entering into an analysis of the macroeconomic factors affecting the Oil & Gas industry and
ultimately OFS operators, it is important to grasp
the evolving landscape of the industry. The global
financial crisis of 2008, along with the emergence
of new fossil fuels (the “shale gas revolution”), entirely redefined the sector and has created challenges but also significant opportunities for growth.
01. TRENDS IN THE UPSTREAM SECTOR

E&P is the most capital-intensive activity out of the
three Oil & Gas sub-sectors. With an average 2012
capex per company (NOCs and IOCs) operating in
the E&P sector of $18b, the reliance of these companies on OFS support and capability to save costs
and keep plants operating smoothly is simply
critical.
Global demand for energy is expected to increase
by 47 percent by 2035 as economies in both developed and emerging markets continue to grow and
standards of living improve. As a result, NOCs and
IOCs have expanded their E&P programs both onshore and offshore. Advances in technologies such
as horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing have
unlocked untapped fuel reserves and opened new
opportunities for E&P companies as demonstrated
by figure 1, which shows the world demand for oil
through to 2020 along with the demand for different fuel categories up to 2035.
This represents significant potential for OFS operators but also a noteworthy capital investment in
new technologies and skilled labor in order to cater
to the industry’s requirements.

“Prospecting for oil is a dynamic art...
The greatest single element in all prospecting, past, present and future, is the
man willing to take a chance”
Everett DeGolyer, founder of applied
geophysics in the petroleum industry,
1886-1956.
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02. TRENDS IN THE MIDSTREAM SECTOR
More E&P activities ultimately entail increased
transportation and storage requirements from midstream companies. Furthermore, new technologies
that have unearthed additional resources in new locations (including shale oil and gas) have triggered
demand for new pipelines, gathering systems, and
processing facilities closer to newly discovered
reserves.
Prior to new sources of energy being discovered,
known Oil & Gas locations were supported by existing networks of pipelines and transportation
systems built over the years. With the discovery of
new fuels, increasingly high capital investments are
required to connect resources via pipelines to nearby refineries and processing plants. As a result, US
based specialized OFS operators have experienced
a major growth evidenced by the growth of their
EBITDA margins going from 9 percent in 2006 to
13.5 percent in 2012.
03. TRENDS IN THE DOWNSTREAM SECTOR
The pre-global crisis (2008) period, witnessed a
surge of investments in refinery upgrades and new
refinery constructions in response to a growing demand for petroleum products. This trend was particularly apparent in emerging markets led by the
Indo-Pacific region due to scarce national resources, increasingly urbanized population, and significant industrial outputs.
However, as a result of the financial crisis of 2008,
a substantial reduction in global petroleum demand
affected refinery margins, which dropped substantially, sometimes to negative levels. The declining
demand was in part due to the financial crisis but
also to an increased demand for other energy sources, which older refineries in certain regions such as
Europe were not equipped to produce. For instance,
in Europe, gasoline demand fell by 17 percent over
the past five years in favor of diesel fuel. But Europe
has plants set up to refine gasoline not diesel fuels,
missing out on this growing demand. As a result of
such constraints, the downstream industry, particularly in Europe, reduced utilization rate of existing facilities from 80 to 78 percent and progressively closed less viable facilities. Europe witnessed
16 refinery closures from 2008 to 2013, and a decrease in output from 15.8 million to 14.6 million
barrels per day, representing an 8 percent decrease
in total refining capacity. Irrespective of such trends,
the International Energy Agency estimates that 80
percent of energy-related assets (refining assets and
other Oil & Gas assets) are in rapid decline and OFS
operators will be needed to provide the necessary

technology and know-how to update and transform
facilities in order to increase capacity, upgrade assets
and tap into new fuel sources during the recovery.
On another level, while production targets were
slashed across Europe during the financial turmoil, a number of countries, particularly in
the emerging markets have continued to press
ahead with major refinery construction projects
as part of their national development programs.
For instance, Saudi Aramco completed an agreement with China’s Sinopec Group to build a 400,000
barrels per day (“b/d”) refinery in Yanbu on the Red
Sea. The company also plans to reactivate a project to expand the Ras Tanura refinery, which will
add another 400,000 b/d of new capacity. In addition, Aramco is building the 400,000 b/d Satorp
refinery in the eastern Saudi Arabian city of Jubail
together with Total. Furthermore, Bahrain Petroleum Co. completed plans to expand its 260,000
b/d refinery to 450,000 b/d. And finally, Abu
Dhabi oil refining company Takreer invested $10b
into expansion to boost capacity to 800,000 b/d.
The US also increased capacity during the global financial crisis and in 2011 it became a net exporter of petroleum products for the first time in
62 years. Case in point, Motiva Enterprise LLC’s
Port Arthur refinery underwent a $10b expansion, and boosted its 325,000 b/d capacity to
600,000 b/d making it the largest US refinery.
As figure 2 demonstrates, emerging markets led
by Asia and closely followed by the Middle East,
showed growth of circa 20 percent in terms of refining capacity thus, offering significant potential for
OFS operators engaged in the downstream sector.
Post global-crisis, as the recovery led by the US
shows more signs of vitality, the growth in refining
capacity is predicted to remain on an upward slope
supported by a reinvigorated demand for fossil
fuels in emerging markets and around the world.
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FIGURE 2:

World Refining Capacity
(2000-2012)
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SUPPLY-SIDE INFLUENCERS
01. OIL PRICES
Many macroeconomic factors influence the price
of Oil& Gas and, because oil is such a crucial commodity that is geographically inequitable, attaining
price transparency, stability and liquidity in the
market is challenging to say the least.
As touched upon earlier in this report, OPEC and
other producers on one side, and oil traders on
the other, play a significant role in defining global
oil prices. Before the oil crisis that occurred in the
1973, the major IOCs had control of the oil supply
chains and were able to dictate the price of crude
oil to producing nations including the ones in the
Middle East and the US was the world’s swing producer of oil.
IOCs were proprietors of specific technologies and
engineering methods and were able, for a long period, to control the supply chain by obtaining longterm concessions and contracts with producing nations over vast territories. Post World War II many
oil producing nations, in the Gulf and the wider
MENA region, nationalized the local operations of
said IOCs and reclaimed possession of their natural
resources. A small number of IOCs remained operating in certain locations under production sharing
agreements.

OPEC was created in September 1960 as an international organization and economic cartel with the
mission to coordinate the policies of the oil-producing countries. The goal was, and still is, to secure a
steady income to the member states and to concur
in influencing world oil prices through economic
means. OPEC member nations have a significant
impact on prices through regulations, laws and control over their own production outputs. OPEC acts
similarly to a central bank, increasing or decreasing
the supply of oil to regulate and influence prices.
On the supply side of the Oil & Gas equation, OPEC
acts as the “swing” producer amongst all oil producing nations including Russia, Norway, and the
UK’s North Sea. Saudi Arabia is the pivot nation in
OPEC, possessing the largest production capacity;
hence, the Kingdom has the most influence in the
world’s energy market. However, with the emergence of new sources of energy, some countries rich
in these resources (US, Canada) are gaining grounds
and therefore could be viewed as future influencers
of energy prices. For instance, until recently, all oil
produced in the US was confined to the domestic
market with no leeway for export. This has recently
changed, and with the discovery of large quantities
of shale gas, serious ramifications might be brought
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In light of the above, one could expect that the
price of energy, and particularly of oil, would exhibit higher volatility compared to safer commodities such as gold. However, strangely enough, gold
displays higher sensitivity to turmoil as shown by
the significant upswings of 2011 and downswings
of 2014 in figure 3. Oil prices, although subject to
some fluctuations, exhibit minor sensitivities to
turmoil. The virtually flat trend line of the crude
oil prices in the figure evidences this principle.
Even the Arab Spring of 2011, which created unrest
throughout the Middle East, did not drastically impact oil prices and supports the fact that prices are
relatively fluid and have not experienced, in recent
history, such severe swings as was the case in the
1970’s and 1980’s.

to the fore with a tilt of producing power shifting to
the US after decades of MENA/OPEC domination.
The “coin” representing the supply of Oil & Gas is
two faced: the producing nations on one side, and
the oil traders on the other. Short term swings in oil
prices are generally attributed to traders. The latter
trade the commodities forward, meaning contracts
are bought in advance of delivery of the commodities and therefore prices are dictated before actual
production. Consequently, the prices of such commodities may be speculative.
When markets are subject to unrest, especially in a
globalized world, investors tend to favor commodities perceived as safer, such as gold instead of oil.
The rationale being that, during times of turmoil,
oil prices tend to go up as supply is anticipated to
fall especially if the turmoil is impacting oil-producing regions that could be subject to security breaches and political unrest. Gold, for the same reason, is
viewed as less volatile.

FIGURE 3:
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At present, with wars raging in Iraq, Syria, Yemen
and Libya, oil prices have fallen below the $100/
barrel mark and are predicted to reach as low as
$80/barrel. This market reality negates the prevailing wisdom that oil is highly sensitive to turmoil
and political unrest. The reason being that larger oil
producers such as Saudi Arabia exert a firm grip on
the supply side.

S&P Global BMI Gold (US Dollar) Gross Total Return
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The fluidity and relative stability of oil prices is
extremely important for the OFS sector. When
oil prices are low, IOCs and NOCs face strenuous
capital challenges, and E&P activities are severally affected leading, in some dire situations, to the
curtailing of exploration programs. Under the new
paradigm shift of the energy sector, which has witnessed the advent of shale gas, low oil prices severely affect extraction processes that require high oil
prices to sustain their operations because extraction is exorbitantly expensive (i.e. Kite oil and ultra
deep water).
Thus, the upstream sector, within which price fluctuations have greater correlation to the level of activities, is the most affected. This in turn impacts all
OFS operators in the upstream sector.
Even so, OFS operators remain indispensable to
the Oil & Gas industry irrespective of price cyclicality and have therefore been dubbed the “miners of
black gold”.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

02. RESERVES AND PRODUCTION CAPACITY
Not all countries are equal in terms of reserves and
production capacities. Some countries have higher
reserves than others, but for the Oil & Gas industry to add significant value to an economy, reserves
need to be exploited. To do so, massive capital resources are required, and amongst the oil-rich nations some have access to more capital than others.
Figure 4 illustrates this principle. The figure takes
into account the world’s oil production and the
world’s oil reserves, allocating a proportion to each
region in the sample. As an example, the MENA
region possesses most of the world’s oil resources.
However, even though MENA is currently increasing its production capacity as evidenced in the previous section, its production output (37 percent of
the world’s total) does not yet match its reserves
capacity. Many factors, besides the lack of investment, influence the management of reserves. For
instance, as we will discuss later in the case of Saudi
Arabia, regulations might be in place to protect resources and reserves or keep prices in check thus,

FIGURE 4:
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reducing production levels. As we will also demonstrate later, political stability affects investments in
the Oil & Gas industry and countries such as Libya and Iraq are currently under-producing despite
their vast reserves because of security concerns.
Under-exploitation represents a significant potential for OFS operators as development in upstream,
midstream and downstream have vast room to grow
over the medium and long term.
Conversely, Asia detains a small percentage of the
world’s oil reserves but is aggressively exploiting its
resources. These findings are not surprising. In fact,
Asia and North America have injected significant
capital to exploit and develop their resources but
North America has significantly more energy available. Hence, Asia is running the risk of over-exploitation. Whilst this rational could be beneficial to OFS
operators in the short term, it is rather detrimental
in the long term to Asian producers.
03. POLITICAL STABILITY
“Control over the production and distribution of oil is the decisive factor in defining
who rules whom in the Middle East.”
Christopher Hitchens, British-American
writer.

As demonstrated, oil is a major driver for growth
and because the resource is vital, unique and rare,
it is also a potential source of conflicts. Political instability affects not only oil prices and oil supply
globally, but also companies operating in the Oil &
Gas industry. The world has witnessed, throughout
history, numerous conflicts to gain or maintain a
safe access to oil resources and, as a result, serious
threats to oil supplies periodically affect the world
economy.
A particular example is the MENA region, which
possesses circa 52 percent of the world’s oil reserves. In recent decades, major developments in
the oil markets have coincided with political crisis
with a major conflict or war erupting on average
every decade. Even though prices are relatively stable over the long term –due to the interjection of
dominant players, such as Saudi Arabia - they are
nonetheless subject to spot fluctuations. For instance, the Iraqi occupation of Kuwait in the 1990s
led to an 8.8 percent decrease in global oil production and a consequent short-lived spike in oil prices.
Figure 5 is developed from an index produced by
the US Energy Information Administration, and
highlights the impact that conflicts have on US supply by focusing on disruptions in oil supplies and
consequent price upswings.

	
  
	
  
	
  

FIGURE 5:

Causes Of Oil Supply Disruptions & Oil Prices Fluctuations
(In the US 1951 to 2007)
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Conflicts in oil producing regions have a global impact both on the prices of oil because of supply constriction, and on the countries’ long-term production prospects because of investments withdrawal.
When oil-producing regions are witnessing political
turmoil, production and transport are negatively affected thus, making the commodity scarce and the
prices prone to volatility.
In this turbulent context, OFS operators are affected by such events since their personnel, whom
are often expats, are the first to be evacuated thus
bringing to a halt the critical services necessary for
E&P and the other components of the value chain.
To emphasize the importance of political stability on oil supply and investments, a Delphi panel,
made out of oil sector experts and analysts, was
instigated in 2013. The panel analyzed four factors
that affect the global supply of oil. The highlighted factors were namely: political stability, underinvestment, energy investment regulations in the
host country, and threats to energy transportation.
The results demonstrate that the security of global
oil supply is majorly affected by political instability
at 39 percent, followed by underinvestment at 10
percent.

As highlighted previously, oil prices are relatively stable and the markets appear capable of withstanding even important shocks. However, it is
important to note that this containment is mainly
due to the intervention of certain countries. For instance, in March 2012, Saudi Arabia increased oil
production to 10.1m b/d, their highest output in
31 years, to compensate for the declining supplies
coming out of Iran due to the sanctions imposed
because of its nuclear program. Saudi Arabia also
keeps 1.5 – 2m b/d of spare capacity on hand for
market management. To emphasize the role played
by the Kingdom in the control of prices the figure
6 shows the relationship of their production levels
with crude oil prices.
At present, Saudi Arabia is resisting to cut production capacity - despite a drastic slide in oil prices
- preferring to maintain market shares rather than
showing up revenues. This resistance is also viewed
as a mean to preempt competition from shale gas
and ultra deep-water producers who require high
oil prices to sustain their costly E&P activities.

	
  
	
  
	
  

FIGURE 6:

Historical Oil Production Output of Saudi Arabia & Oil Prices Fluctuations
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As a result, if Saudi Arabia itself were to be politically affected, problems may arise in the stabilization
of the supply and prices globally; hence political
stability remains a crucial factor to take into consideration.
The political stability indicator provided by the
World Bank takes into consideration factors such
as freedom, democracy, safety and stability against
wars. Figure 7 takes into account political stability

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

indicators for countries around the world, including
unstable regions such as the Middle East. The figure demonstrates that the most stable oil producing
countries - and therefore the most stable environments for both Oil & Gas and OFS operators - are
the UAE, USA and Oman, whilst countries such as
Saudi Arabia, Libya, Egypt and Russia are found to
be unstable.

FIGURE 7:
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04. REGULATIONS
“You can’t get the grease without a lease”
Anonymous
Because of the rarity and geographical disparity of
oil resources, rules and regulations have been put in
place to control production levels and address potential conflicts. Besides international regulations
on oil transport, taxes and environment, there are
three forms of regulations that particularly impact
the Oil & Gas industry and that are country specific.
The first set has emerged from a desire of protectionism over national resources. Some energy rich
countries who offered concessions felt that IOCs
were either acting in disregard of the depletion levels of said resources through over-exploitation or,
alternatively, under-exploiting the resources.
The MENA region is no stranger to this reality. Algeria, Iran and Iraq had serious and sometimes violent conflicts with Western world companies that
ended in the nationalization of the local operations
and the reclamation of oil resources by national
governments. Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, the UAE
and Oman have also severed their ties with IOCs
and regained control over their energy resources
and production assets a few decades later. IOCs still
operate in certain countries, at the invitation and
behest of the NOCs and according to well-defined
agreements that invariably exclude any rights or
claims to natural resources. However, this reality is
not confined to the MENA region; Mexico, Argentina and Venezuela profess the same nationalist policy over natural resources.
Rules and regulations also derive from external
policies such as those governing environmental
concerns and affecting climate change. In fact, the
US restricted offshore drillings because of such
concerns. Furthermore, resource nationalism regulations may derive from external bodies such as
OPEC that issues quotas for the industry to pace
the exploitations in order to influence prices. In addition, resource nationalism regulations may emanate from regional governments that may impose
regulations on exports, to benefit domestic consumers and industrial users. Regional governments
may also restrict access to resources for international players. For instance, Mexico excluded foreign companies from upstream activities, going as
far as adding the legislation into the Mexican Constitution. Similarly, the constitution of the Islamic
Republic of Iran forbids concession agreements,
only allowing for service contracts to be offered to
foreign oil companies.

As is the case with previously listed factors, upstream companies are the most severally affected by resource nationalism. E&P companies need
investments and local companies are usually too
small or short on capital to undergo the capex and
risks associated with E&P.
Another set of regulations affecting the oil industry
relates to reserve depletion. As mentioned previously in this report, some countries have large reserves that are under-exploited or small reserves
that are over-exploited. As a result, regulations are
in place to control supply such as the quotas that
are periodically imposed by OPEC on its member
states. These regulations have major consequences
on international investments.
For instance, Saudi Arabia drafted a strategy to limit production based on reserves that would last for a
minimum period of 50 years.
By restricting E&P activity, governments restrict
profits from this source and limit not only the supply but also the investments by IOCs, consequently
reducing the potential for services offered by OFS
operators to said IOCs. Conversely, NOCs are favored by these rules and because most of them do
not have internal departments that can provide
OFS related services, they resort extensively to OFS
operators.
Some regulations relate to export controls. Restrictions on energy exports are policies through which
supplies and deliveries of Oil & Gas are limited even
if access to resources is not. Generally speaking, the
existence of restrictions on exports will discourage
international companies from investing in a country. Indeed, export taxes are a tool used to favor
domestic consumers by creating a differential between domestic and international prices. It is very
common for Oil & Gas producers to enforce domestic prices that are lower than international prices.
For instance, the Russian export duty tax has been
identified as a disincentive to expand production.
Oil companies lack stimulus to increase production
because of the high tax burden.
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OFS operators play an important role in connection with these regulations. At all levels from E&P
to transport and refining, environmental concerns
and real risks abound, and with them the costs associated with properly handling oilfields, rigs, pipelines and refineries. A case in point is the recent
deep-water horizon oil spill (also referred to as the
BP oil spill) that began on April 20, 2010 in the Gulf
of Mexico. It claimed eleven lives and is considered
the largest accidental marine oil spill in the history of the petroleum industry. Following the explosion and sinking of the oilrig, a sea-floor oil gusher
flowed for 87 days, until it was capped on July 15,
2010. The US Government estimated the total discharge at 4.9m b/d. Clean up costs were estimated
at above $14b.
Rules and regulations, whilst helping to regulate
the market and promote regional development,
may also limit investments, which in turn lowers
production and exploitation levels. With lower production, all the sectors of the Oil & Gas industry are
affected because of lower supplies.

DEMAND-SIDE INFLUENCERS
Without demand, oil supplies would become useless. The forecast growth in demand for oil creates
both opportunities and complications for the future.
Oil reserves are prone to depleting whilst demand,
particularly from developing economies in Africa,
Asia and Latin America is rising in proportion with
population and income growth. The discrepancy
that will arise between growing demand and diminishing supplies increases the risk of price hikes and
market instability.
However, because of diminishing supplies, other
forms of fossil fuels that are more sustainable, such
as gas, are being explored and exploited. In turn,
this exploitation creates opportunities for Oil & Gas
companies and ultimately for the OFS sector. In the
short term, IOCs companies have opportunities to
tap into emerging markets that are still energy rich,
such as Africa, and have a rate of population and
income growth that create a higher demand. Over
the long run, said IOCs have the opportunity to tap
into new segments of fossil fuels, which will require
the construction, maintenance and operation of
upstream, midstream and downstream platforms
similar to those required for oil, thus creating more
jobs for OFS operators.

01. POPULATION GROWTH AND
ENERGY CONSUMPTION
As populations grow around the world and as the
modern world becomes more and more dependent
on energy for every day needs, the demand for fuel
will grow in conjunction. The world population was
7b in 2012 and is expected to grow to 10b by the
end of the century; similarly, the demand for fuel is
forecasted to grow by 47 percent by 2035.
Figure 8 shows the population growth as a proportion of the world’s for various countries around the
world, along with their respective demand for energy. The demand for energy is calculated as a percentage of the total demand of the countries in the
sample.
The figure helps to recognize opportunities for both
the Oil & Gas industry in general and OFS operators
in particular. For instance, MENA has the largest
forecasted population growth - representing a proportion of 37 percent of the world’s total growth
- but the demand for energy is relatively low. An
explanation for a lower demand is that MENA has
significant disparities of GDP and income growth
in its different countries, with some being largely
populated but with low purchasing power and others being under-populated but with significant purchasing power.
Because MENA also has one of the largest oil reserves in the world, a growing population and a demand that is relatively stable, enormous opportunities exist in the region for Oil & Gas companies and
ultimately for OFS operators.
On the contrary, regions such as North America will
face difficulties if they are unable to access additional sources of energy. The continent’s demand for
energy is much higher than its population growth.
This indicates that the each inhabitant is an extensive consumer of energy and the reserves might not
be enough to provide sufficient supplies. As a result,
European and North American Oil & Gas and OFS
operators may encounter difficulties in the future:
as an oil dependent population grows and consumes the resource at a high rate, the depletion of
this resource will ultimately negatively impact IOCs
and OFS operators’ activities unless new sources of
energy are found.
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FIGURE 8:

World Population Growth & Energy Demand
(2012-2013)
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02. DISPOSABLE INCOME AND GDP
Future energy consumption and demand will depend on the impact of continued GDP growth in
fast-growing emerging economies. The population
growth is a factor of GDP and income growth, and
the resulting demand for fuel is a consequence of
wealth growth. To gage the prospects for energy
demand one needs to focus on the relationship between per capita energy consumption and per capita income.
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associated with a 1 percent increase in per capita
energy consumption in developing economies.
Figure 9 shows the GDP growth since 1995 for various regions of the world along with the energy production per year in oil equivalent (the energy source
however can be other fossil fuels), the energy consumption per capita and the GDP per capita (all indicators have been scaled to 100).

According to the IMF World Economic Outlook report, the income elasticity of energy demand is close
to unity: a 1 percent increase in per capita GDP is
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FIGURE 9:

Disposable Income Growth, Energy Production & Consumption Growth, GDP
Per Capita Growth
(1995-2010)

	
  

	
  

The UAE exemplifies the high potential for Oil &
Gas companies and OFS operators. The UAE has
witnessed a healthy level of income growth over the
past decade at 57 percent and its GDP per capita
is one of the highest in the sample. As a result, the
population in the UAE exhibits high level of consumptions epitomized by the high energy per capita.

On the other hand, Brazil experiences a slower
growth in income levels, and one of the lowest GDP
per capita in the sample. Also, its energy output is
the smallest in the sample. As a result, Brazil’s energy per capita consumption is low and offers relatively limited prospects for OFS operators.
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03. OFS GLOBALLY & IN MENA

GLOBAL OVERVIEW
It is difficult to imagine the existence of cars without mechanics. Without mechanics, cars would
not be built, could not run properly and could not
be maintained. The same principle applies to OFS
operators. Without OFS operators, the Oil & Gas
industry would not be able to operate properly or
continue functioning smoothly. As a result, OFS operators’ scope of services is wide ranging.
Throughout this report we have outlined the
influencers of the Oil & Gas industry, and how these
influencers can negatively - or positively - impact
the OFS sector. But, because the OFS sector is relatively less sensitive to these influencers, investing
into the Oil & Gas industry vicariously through these
operators is considered a wiser exposure while still
offering robust rewards. Even in downturns, OFS
operators will continue to offer services in order to
keep, upgrade and maintain energy assets.

Furthermore, local OFS operators exhibit even
more anti-fragility than their international counterparts. Large international companies, such as
the Big 4 cannot perform every contract that is put
forth to them, due to regulations imposed on them
by foreign governments or because they lack manpower in a specific domain or manpower in a specific region. Jobs are sometimes too insignificant for
the Big 4 and outsourcing to local OFS operators is
becoming more and more the norm.
To emphasize the OFS sector’s anti-fragility we
have drawn out in the figure 10 the performance
over the last 5 years of two of the Big 4 companies:
Schlumberger and Halliburton. We have compared
them to the Lyxor ETF STOXX Europe 600 Oil &
Gas, which tracks the performance of the STOXX
Europe 600 Oil & Gas index.

	
  
	
  
	
  

FIGURE 10:

Stock Performance Schlumberger/Halliburton & Oil & Gas Index
(2005-2014)

	
  

	
  
	
  

* Source: Bloomberg
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The figure highlights two important points that we
have stated previously. The first is that the OFS sector is correlated to the influencers of the underlying Oil & Gas industry. The second is that although
related, the OFS sector strongly outperforms Oil &
Gas stocks and is therefore significantly less sensitive to these influencers. During 20011, in the midst
of the Arab Spring and the global economic crisis,
OFS stocks strongly outperformed the underlining
industry and since 2013, while the underlying industry has been on an upward trend, the OFS sector
has outperformed its Oil & Gas counterparts.
These trends are linked to the disintegration of the
value chain within IOCs. Prior to Schlumberger,
which was the world’s first well logging company,
the IOCs performed all OFS activities internally.
This process resulted in two major issues: monopoly risk and value chain vulnerability.

capex spenders. According to another report from
Deloitte in 2013, out of 15 Oil & Gas companies that
spent over $15b globally, eight were NOCs. As a result, the increased growth of NOCs will be beneficial
for global OFS operators, who in turn outsource to
local or regional operators to conduct some of their
tasks depending on urgency, efficiency and quality
of services.
However, not all local OFS operators are equal. A
local OFS operator must reach a certain threshold
of capacity (equipment, technology, manpower),
degree of expertise (specific tasks, projects, oil related jobs) and track record of services (efficacy,
timely delivery, engineering quality) prior to being qualified for submission of proposals to IOCs
or NOCs, or for getting sub-contracting mandates
from the Big 4.

By being responsible for the construction, exploration, transportation, equipment, manufacturing,
maintenance and upgrades, the IOCs required significant expenditures and created barriers of entry
for potential competition. This caused a risky concentration, which in case of disruptions would trigger a domino effect. Interestingly, whilst other industries have been focusing on integrating the value
chain to save costs, especially in recent years, IOCs
– and to a lesser extent NOCs - have not followed
the same path and have relied increasingly on OFS
operators to spread their risks across the chain and
reduce their liabilities. As a result, the challenge for
OFS operators resides in strengthening their core
expertise whilst expending services and new technologies in order to adapt to the changing demands
of their clients. Undeniably, against a backdrop of
increased demand and technological advances that
can tap into new resources, a complete restructuring of the supply chain is being undertaken and OFS
operators are increasingly taking on roles formerly
carried out by IOCs and NOCs. Consequently, the
OFS sector is expected to grow at CAGR 11.9 percent until 2019.
Within this landscape, NOCs are growing in size,
number and influence, and they traditionally rely
more on OFS operators than their IOCs counterparts. According to a 2013 report from the International Energy Agency (“IEA”) NOCs currently control 80 percent of the world’s proven and probable
oil reserves. Furthermore, NOCs are the largest
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THE “BIG 4”
Schlumberger, Halliburton, Baker Hughes,
Weatherford International still dominate the OFS
sector. When analyzing the earnings growth of these
companies in recent years, there appears a clear
correlation between discoveries and the overall
development of the underlying sector. The average
net margins of the Big 4 increased 5.22 percent and
average net income increased 19.9 percent from
2012 to 2013 (7.13 percent if we exclude the outlier of

Weatherford International). The table indicates the
four companies’ net income, EBITDA margins, and
net margins for 2012 and 2013.
Whilst we have touched upon the risks associated
with the Oil & Gas companies, the table below highlights the net margins of the Big 4 for 2013 against
their Oil & Gas counterparts.

	
  
	
  

The OFS “Big 4” Key Performance Indicators
(2012-2013)

	
  
	
  

Net Income
In $m

EBITDA Margins
In %

Net Margins
In %

2012: 5,625
2013: 6,135
Percent change: 9%

2012: 26.4
2013: 27.3
Percent change: 3.4%

2012: 13.3
2013: 13.9
Percent change: 4.5%

2012: 2,811
2013: 2,895
Percent change: 3%

2012: 21.4
2013: 21.3
Percent change: (0.4%)

2012: 9.1
2013: 9.2
Percent change: 1.1%

2012: 1,573
2013: 1,721
Percent change:
9.4%
2012: 572
2013: 905
Percent change:
58.2%

2012: 19.2
2013: 20.5
Percent change: 6.8%

2012: 7.3
2013: 7.7
Percent change: 5.5%

2012: 18.8
2013: 19.8
Percent change: 5.3%

2012: 5.1
2013: 5.6
Percent change: 9.8%
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The average net margin for the major Oil & Gas
companies was 5.80 percent whilst the average net
margins for the Big 4 reached 9.1 percent revealing
higher costs and a riskier structure for the Oil & Gas
industry.
Supporting the argument that resource rich developing regions, such as MENA, are growing at a
steady pace, a MarketRealist report states that for
Halliburton the “Eastern hemisphere activity (Asia,
the Middle East, and Africa) remains a growth driver. Saudi Arabia has been a key growth driver, with
50 percent revenue growth in 1Q14 versus 1Q13”.
For Schlumberger for instance, growth in sales has
been driven by NOCs whilst activity from IOCs was
flat. “SLB stated that 70 percent of its revenue now
comes from NOCs and it expects further growth
driven by these parties. Based on its macro outlook,
SLB expects rigs and well-related capital expenditures from upstream companies to grow by more
than 6 percent in 2014.”
The Big 4 have stated that one measure of potential increase in their activity is the increase in rig
counts. The more rigs, the more production, the
more transportation and the more refining projects
available for OFS operators. In 2006 through to
2009, the industry added a net of almost 1,150 land
rigs.

As stated previously in this report, midstream and
downstream sectors are less risky for OFS operators than E&P. Because shale gas is less difficult to
find, it is less reliant on E&P activities and the OFS
operators in such field can focus on midstream and
downstream activities. It is worth noting that the
analysts’ consensus in a report by Credit Suisse dated 2013 on the Oil & Gas industry, explained that
the OFS sector, especially focused on equipment,
within midstream and downstream, fairs better
than upstream OFS activities. Credit Suisse states
that the recovery of returns is being much more
rapid in the OFS sector and while they do have
capex requirements, they operates in markets that
they know well giving them a competitive edge.
According to the same report, the offshore rig count
has grown faster than any other geographic area in
terms of rig availability. Ultra deepwater paved the
way for growth and have doubled in number in the
past four years. The greatest rig count growth is in
North Africa. Obviously, as discussed in previous
sections, the MENA region is seeing a significant
increase in activity and production.
The increase in rig counts, the shale gas revolution and the growing demand for fuel have created strong opportunities but also a need to adapt to
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THE OFS VALUE CHAIN
a changing, more competitive landscape for OFS
operators. The major challenge encountered by
smaller OFS operators is the ever-growing capex
required to either expand geographically or outside their core expertise in order to meet client requirements. The capital intensity is diminishing the
returns of the smaller OFS operators and with
the expectations that the shale gas revolution will
require a whole new dimension of equipment needs,
capex would be up for a long time.
The capex intensity is visible when analyzing the
growth of the Big 4. From 2011 to 2012, their average capex increased by $516m.
According to an industry publication, major operators are beginning to publicly state how equipment
manufacturers are lacking the technical personnel
to deliver smaller, more challenging projects due
to the industry’s current focus on mega-deepwater
projects. Qualified, well-trained labor is a scare and
costly resource in a very specialized industry. With
new developments, another challenge faced by the
OFS sector is the costs associated with attracting
and maintaining talents both locally and internationally.
As a result of their growing need for capex, OFS
operators have recently attracted an increased investment activity by PE firms. 2013 was the year
of consolidation for OFS operators as they sought
new technologies and markets. The number of deals
globally increased by 21 percent and reached 104
deals in 2013, with an average deal value of $100m.
In the following sections, we will illustrate a few examples of PE investments in the OFS sector.

Having analyzed the macro-economic factors surrounding OFS operators and their underlying client base, it is apparent that, to be successful, OFS
operators require key elements, namely: talent and
technology. As described in this report, Oil & Gas
companies along with the Big 4, delegate work to
regional OFS operators based on their track record
and reliability. The more an OFS operator possesses high levels of talent and technology the greater
its reputation, and therefore the better likelihood of
NOCs, IOCs and the Big 4 calling on its services.
01. HUMAN TALENT
Without qualified labor, machines, assets, fields
and tools would not exist. The OFS workforce includes engineers who invent and implement new
technologies, specialized technicians who build
and assemble assets, and specialized workers who
maintain and repair the fields and assets. OFS operators not only need highly qualified engineers,
skilled IT personnel and fit management, but also
skilled and trained blue collar workers to operate
machines, repair rigs, build pipes or maintain systems. Throughout the job spectrum, from engineers
to field workers, the OFS workforce requires an extremely specific set of skills that is not readily available. As a result, human talent is the most important
element in the value chain of OFS operators. Businesses must compete for specialized employees to
take advantage of new markets, new opportunities
and new sources of growth. Thus, OFS operators
face a distinct, costly workforce challenge: higher
incentives that are becoming necessary to recruit
new graduates and retain experienced employees.
Furthermore, as we have seen throughout this
report, the OFS sector is growing not only in the
petroleum segment but also in gas. An industry
report recently highlighted that the largest growth
in energy sector job postings are in support areas, such as OFS. As the report states, the industry
needs an increasing amount of welders, operators,
diesel, and gasoline and shale technicians.
However, because of lack of information about
potential careers in the OFS sector, a skill gap looms
in this industry. With the surge in demand for
skilled technicians on oilrigs, in processing plants,
transport diesel repair shops, along with the spike
in demand for welders, machine shops or even tire
shops, the skill gap continues to widen.
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To alleviate the shortage of workers and retain talents, NOCs, IOCs and the Big 4, regularly approach
technical universities looking for graduates to work
in the oil fields. Furthermore, OFS operators invest
greatly in training programs, and “in house” universities. For instance, Schlumberger has developed
the NEXT Oil & Gas training, which offers a wide
range of training programs and diplomas available
to employees.
In addition, Schlumberger has developed a program in conjunction with MIT – “Driving Strategic
Innovation” - that convenes Schlumberger’s managers from around the world. The program dedicates five days of “intensive study of value chains,
supply chains, marketing, and causal loops in the
context of Schlumberger-based case studies, in order to develop strategic innovation that encourages
product development as an integrated chain from
field to lab to business operations.”
For OFS operators it is important to have a strategic
vision for recruitment processes, not only to hire,
but also to retain, train and track the workforce depending on scheduled projects. The OFS workforce
is often spread out regionally, sometimes internationally or even at sea. Planning for such requirements and tracking the workforce is an essential
aspect of the chain for OFS management.
More recently, recruitment companies have
grasped the importance of the growing demand for
skilled workers and the need to retain and track
the movements across different projects of the said
workforce in the OFS sector. For instance, Accenture, one of the largest recruitment firms, has developed a program specifically designed for the human
resources needs of OFS operators. Accenture states
that effective management of human resources in
the OFS sector should emphasize three points:
•
•
•

Develop a five-year plan to estimate the
skills required for upcoming projects;
Provide the necessary training required to
maintain workforce quality;
Track the workforce and replacement rate.

02. TECHNOLOGY
After a qualified and well-managed labor force, the
second most important factor in the OFS operator
value chain is “assets and technology”. Assets and
technology represent one category because the importance of technology in assets development and
upgrades is of crucial importance. In other words,
the assets would be virtually worthless if they become obsolete because of lack of technology.
Technology allows OFS companies and their assets to be competitive. The fast pace environment
in which they operate requires large investments in
technology and the further upstream the OFS operators, the greater the investment in technology. As
a result, the Big 4, who derive the majority of their
revenues from upstream activities, have invested
more than $2b in research and development and
Schlumberger has reiterated in many published
articles that technology has been a major factor in
driving market share gains and margin growth.
Technology, at every level of the chain, is so important to both the Oil & Gas industry and the OFS
operators that the industry talks about “the digital
oilfield”. Booz & Co mentioned that: “some analysts
believe digital oilfield technologies could increase
the net present value of oil and gas assets by 25 percent.”
Furthermore, a digital oilfield can also minimize
the impact of the scarcity of labor. A 2014 report
by McKinsey describes how one company was able
to cut operating and staffing costs by 10 to 25 percent while increasing production by 5 percent. The
report highlighted the dilemma for Oil & Gas companies but integrating technology in OFS operators
could produce similar results.
In order to be successful, OFS operators need to stay
ahead of technological advances in their fields and
constantly upgrade, tailor and create new assets in
their business line to cater to their client base that
are turning more and more to the digital oilfields.
Once an OFS operator acquired the human talent
and the performing assets and technological tools
to set it apart from competition, it needs sharp
technological, integrated systems to tie the chain
together. Integrated technologies and software are
crucial in order to manage and track the workforce,
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accurately manage the supply chain, track, update
and manage assets and keep ahead of technological
advances and assets’ maintenance.
Having worked with OFS operators for many years,
VistaVu CEO Jory Lamb believes that the management of information is a major vulnerability for
many OFS operators’ margins. Lamb explains that
mismatched or disparate systems can be costly in
a variety of ways from overpaying suppliers,
underpaying clients, mistaking outdated fields,
mismatching the workforce requirements, overestimating workforce needs, underestimating challenges presented by oilfields in remote locations - such
as distance between wells and transportation challenges To remedy these challenges, OFS operators such
as Schlumberger have designed logistics programs
that track the level of performance and capability
of their assets. This system allows Schlumberger to allocate older assets that would otherwise be
scrapped, to mature fields and remote locations
that would otherwise be difficult to service. Furthermore, should assets not be fitted to cater to these
fields, Schlumberger has developed a range of products, such as a high efficiency fracturing fleet, that
has been streamlined for fields in Siberia. Because
of harsh weather and extreme disparity amongst
locations, such fields required specific solutions in
order to be serviced.
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KEY MARKETS
MENA not only possesses significant reserves of energy allowing the region to be a major supplier and
price regulator of oil, but it also has invested significantly in upstream midstream and downstream
sectors. This, in turn, created immense prospects
for OFS operators. According to the MEED MENA
Oil & Gas projects 2014, “the value of Oil & Gas projects under execution and planned in the MENA region is worth more than $740b in the next five years
and represents one of the most investment-heavy
hydrocarbons markets in the world.
The varied nature of the projects also represents opportunities in the region and for the different services offered by OFS operators. For instance, Morocco
is exploring offshore potential, Libya is rebuilding
Oil & Gas fields, Iraq is increasing crude oil production, Kuwait is implementing the world’s largest
refinery program, Oman Oil Company (“OOC”) has

current plans for an $800m petrochemical project,
Qatar is the largest global supplier of Liquefied Natural Gas (“LNG”) in the world, not excluding the
continuous upgrades and development of facilities
in Saudi Arabia and Abu Dhabi.
As a result, the MENA region’s expenditures on
OFS are expected to grow from $7.7b in 2007 to
$27.9b in 2015.
Figure 11 highlights the active NOCs and IOCs in the
MENA region per countries along with the available
natural resources of the countries. (The figure has
been scaled to 100). Furthermore, in order to analyze the countries’ competitiveness, the pie chart
represents the percentage of resources these Oil &
Gas companies have to share.
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As the above chart indicates, for instance the UAE
has a significant number of Oil & Gas companies
and even though it possesses resources and expansion programs, the current market is over penetrated. Therefore, competition is fierce amongst these
Oil & Gas companies. The OFS sector has a significant number of companies that provide services
in the UAE. However, under current market
conditions, OFS operators face stiff competition
and lower margins.
The above chart also indicates that, conversely,
countries such as Saudi Arabia are underpenetrated. The production is divided amongst a much
smaller number of companies. This market structure is typical for large producing nations and is
due to factors such as regulations in the case of
Saudi Arabia. OFS operators in these markets have
a smaller pool of bigger clients. Also, as we have
mentioned earlier in this report, regulations are
easing and the landscape is changing, which in the
future might provide more opportunities for new
Oil & Gas companies to access theses markets, thus
benefiting OFS operators.

Strict sanctions that primarily targeted the key
energy sector and its access to the international
financial system have harmed its economy to the
point where Iran’s leaders, on November 24, 2013,
accepted an interim agreement called the Joint Plan
of Action (JPA), initiated by France, Germany, the
United Kingdom, Russia, China, and the US.
Oil exports generate revenues for nearly half of
Iran’s government expenditures and, by late 2013,
sanctions had reduced Iran’s oil exports to about
1m b/d. Easing sanctions and growing revenues
from oil, is expected to be beneficial for Iran’s
economic growth and offers many opportunities for
the sector, especially since the lift is showing signs
of continuity. As the energy sector grows and opens
up in Iran, so is the potential for the OFS operators,
especially the local and regional ones.

THE OMANI MARKET
IN PERSPECTIVE

On another level, even though currently experiencing political turmoil, the Iraqi OFS sector was expected to grow from $1.3b in 2010 to $8b in 2014.
Also, it was estimated that for the period 2010 to
2016, Iraq would require drilling of approximately 5,000 wells to maintain a production of 5m b/d.
Local OFS operators account for 35 percent of the
market in Iraq, and even if political turmoil does
not decline in the near future, reserve levels will remain and the above stated forecast will ultimately
be produced, leaving 65 percent of the market open
for regional OFS operators.

01. STRUCTURE OF THE OIL & GAS SECTOR

Oman and Iran are two countries in the MENA region that offer significant potential for global and
regional OFS operators. Iran has reserves of crude
oil of 154.58b barrels and a production of 3.5m b/d.
It also has, with other forms of energy, 353,000
kg of oil equivalent in resources. However, its
political risk indicator stood at -1.32 in 2013, similar
to Egypt, and the international tensions have
hindered access to this attractive market.

Today, Ministry coordinates the State’s role in the
country’s hydrocarbon sector. PDO holds the vast
majority of Oman’s oil reserves and is responsible for 70 percent of its production. The Oman Oil
Company, which is responsible for energy investments, both inside and outside of Oman, is fully
government-owned. The refining sector, on the other hand, is controlled by the Oman Oil Refineries
and Petroleum Industries Company.

Emphasizing the missed opportunities of the
Iranian market, Schlumberger announced in its
annual report in 2013 that it would be terminating its
operations in Iran in spite of the high profitability of
such operations. The company earned revenues
of$418m from its Iran operations in 2012, with net
profits of $208m.

The data gathered in previous sections of this report
shows that Oman still has unexploited reserves, a
fair political stability indicator, a growing population requiring increased energy needs, and a dedication to easing rules and regulations. In fact, the
government enlists foreign companies in new E&P
projects by offering generous terms to the private
sector. The contract terms for IOCs have become
more favorable in Oman than elsewhere in the
region, some allowing significant equity stakes in
certain projects. For instance, Occidental Petroleum

The purpose of ending its activity in Iran was to
avoid falling afoul of US sanctions against the country. However, the landscape is changing in Iran.

The Sultanate of Oman granted the first oil concession license to D’arcy Exploration Company in
1925, that later became Petroleum Development
Oman Company (“PDO”). In 1962, PDO exploration activities culminated in achieving commercial
discovery of oil. By 2009, the number of producing
oil fields reached 135. In its quest to boost the sector, the Omani Ministry of Oil & Gas continued to
support and encourage investments in the national
Oil & Gas sector.
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has the largest presence of any foreign firm and is
the second largest oil-producer in Oman. Furthermore, Oman has strategic education plans designed
to fuel local employment and provide qualified labor the Oil & Gas industry.
02. MATERIAL RESOURCES
In 2012, Oman’s hydrocarbon sector accounted for
86 percent of government revenues. Further, revenues from oil and natural gas accounted for approximately 40 percent of Oman’s gross domestic
product in 2012. A report published by the U.S. Geological Survey in 2012 stated that the Omani estimated, ie. undiscovered, energy resources totaled
more than 370m/b of oil, 315b cubic feet of natural
gas, and over 40m/b of natural gas liquids (NGLs).
In 2011, oil accounted for 71 percent of Oman’s total primary energy consumption, while natural gas
made up the remaining 29 percent. According to
the Oil & Gas Journal, Oman had 5.5 b/b of proved
oil reserves as of January 2013. Oman’s oil reserves
rank 21st globally and as of 2013, there are E&P activities in 28 of Oman’s exploration blocks.
Furthermore, Oman holds 30t cubic natural gas reserves, making the country the 26th largest producer worldwide in 2011.

The increased capacity is a result of technology, new
reserves, but also an increase in refining capacity.
Oman has two operating refineries, Mina al Fahal
and Sohar, with a combined nameplate capacity of
222,000 b/d. There are plans to upgrade the facility
at Sohar by expanding the capacity to 200,000 b/d
as part of a $1.5b project.
Most crucially, Oman is constructing a refinery
near Duqm with 230,000 b/d capacity, as well as a
200m crude oil storage terminal in the same area.
The storage terminal would be one of the world’s
largest.
In August 2013, Oman signed a memorandum of
understanding with Iran on a natural gas import
contract. If realized, it would be a $60b, 25-year
supply deal beginning in 2015, connecting the two
countries via a pipeline under the Gulf of Oman.
As noted previously, all countries in MENA offer
opportunities to the OFS sector at various degrees
whereby Iran and Oman are poised to be fertile
grounds for OFS operators in the years to come,
with a relatively flexible working environment due
to acute needs for upgrades and expansion.

03. COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE AND
INCREASED CAPACITY
The Omani Oil & Gas sector is advanced in terms of
technology. Several advanced techniques are used
in Oman for oil recovery called enhanced oil recovery (“EOR”) techniques, such as those including
polymer, miscible, and steam-injection.
These techniques have given birth to increased
productivity and capacity. For instance, the Karim
Cluster currently produces 18,000 b/d and PDO is
aiming to boost production to around 35,000 b/d.
On the same line, the Harweel Cluster’s current
capacity of 44,000 b/d is expected to increase to
100,000 b/d. Additionally, growth of up to 70,00080,000 b/d from five other clusters is expected
through various efficiency gains and EOR applications.
Several recent developments will also contribute
to future oil production. These include Circle Oil’s
announcement of Block 52 (offshore) with its seven
b/b of oil in capacity. Additionally, the discovery of
al-Ghubar South in 2009 is the most promising discovery for Oman. According to MOG, it could add as
much as 1 b/b to the reserves.
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OFS OPERATORS IN MENA
A deeper understanding of the development of the
OFS sector in MENA can be gained by looking further into the sector’s rig counts and expenditures.
The MENA region onshore and offshore drilling
and work over expenditures on OFS is expected to
grow from $12.4b in 2012 to $27.9b in 2014. The
rig count across the MENA region has been on an
upward trend. As previously noted, rig count is an
indication of the future potential for OFS operators
and MENA has seen its rig count go from an average of 280 in 2008 to 372 in 2013, representing a
growth of 33 percent. In comparison, the average
growth in rigs for the same period worldwide only

reached 2.3 percent. Similarly, as previously noted,
MENA was the only region in the world where rig
utilization went up during the global financial crisis
of 2008.

The growth in the MENA region has been encouraged by different initiatives. Firstly, the regional
governments, as noted in the regulations section
of this document, have shown favorable policies
to award and commission contracts in order to
promote local development, create jobs, and help
the local economies.

Secondly, few OFS operators in key markets have
leveraged their traditional access to NOCs with a series of strategic JVs with larger, Western OFS counterparts. This is for instance the case with Al-Mansoori Group from the UAE, NPS group of Qatar
and National Petroleum Company of Saudi Arabia.
These operators have developed their range of

As a result, OFS operators have been very active and
invested large capital to tap into new opportunities.
Figure 12 emphasizes the growth in expenditure of
OFS operators in the MENA region. As it indicates,
Oman, Saudi Arabia and Egypt are the largest investors in OFS expenditures, with Oman presenting healthy level of investments and being the most
open and safest market of the three.
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services over the years to meet the changing criteria
of their clients. Al Mansoori, for instance, and with
the advantage of JVs with larger US-based OFS
players, offers a wider range of services including
directional drilling.
Thirdly, there is a trend whereby more engineers
and executives who have trained and worked
with the Big 4, have decided to branch out on their
own and set up OFS related businesses across the
region. This is the case of operators such as Target
and Falcon, both from Oman.
Earlier in this report, we mentioned that the trends
in MENA bode well for the regional OFS operators if they pass the qualitative threshold. OFS
operators in MENA already have some competitive
advantages because of years of exposure to the sector,
operating through periods of unrest and adapting to
the mutating needs of the industry. With increased
M&A and PE activities in the sector, OFS operators
have accessed capital and are growing in presence
regionally and internationally, whilst strengthening
their services and engineering capacities.
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04. PE PRECEDENTS

GLOBAL PE INVESTMENTS
IN OFS

PE INVESTMENTS IN
MENA-BASED OFS

Certain PE firms have traditionally invested in
the oilfield and energy sectors. One such company is Riverstone Holdings that is focused on leveraged buyout and growth capital investments in the
energy and power sectors. The firm focuses on
Oil & Gas exploration, midstream pipeline, electric
generation, energy and power services, as well
as energy and power technology. The firm is an
investor in renewable energy infrastructure and
technology.

3i investment into Petrofac

Riverstone operated until recently through a
JV with the Carlyle Group. The firm manages a
family of six funds and has raised approximately
$17b since inception. Riverstone has committed
approximately $15.9b to 78 investments in North
America, South America, Europe and Asia. In 2011
Riverstone invested in Liberty Oilfield Services
LLC; an innovative oilfield service company providing specialized stimulation services to optimize
well production. Liberty focuses on offering safe,
efficient, and high-quality hydraulic fracturing
services, aiming to become the vendor of choice for
operators in several high frac-intensity basins in
the US. More recently, in October 2013, Riverstone
announced that it has committed to invest up to
$300m in Carrier Energy Partners, LLC.
KKR is another major PE firm investing in the OFS
sector. In August 2013, the firm acquired a significant minority stake in RigNet, Inc. from Cubera,
an investment firm specializing in the Nordic PE
market. Upon closing of the acquisition of 4.75
million shares, KKR became RigNet’s largest shareholder, holding a 27 percent stake in the company.
RigNet is a leading provider of managed remote
communications solutions, systems integration
and collaborative applications to the global upstream energy sector. Operating across the life
of the field, RigNet serves offshore and onshore
drilling rigs, production facilities and energy maritime
with solutions ranging from fully-managed voice
and data networks to more advanced applications
that include video conferencing and real-time data
services. It provides services to over 1,100 remote
sites in over thirty countries across six continents.
On an OFS related matter, in August 2014, Clayton Dubilier & Rice, a leading PE firm, announced
its investment of $500m in CHC Group Ltd., the
largest commercial helicopter operator for the
offshore Oil & Gas industry. The deal comes as the PE
firm hopes to tap into trends in the energy services
sector that could lead to higher sales for CHC,
including the push by E&P companies further into
deepwater and ultra-deepwater drilling locations.

Petrofac is a leading provider of oil related engineering services to NOCs and IOCs alike.
In 2002, the UK-based PE firm 3i invested $40m
for a 16.2 percent stake in Petrofac and was the
first external shareholder of the company. From a
general perspective, PE investment is usually well
received by smaller or family owned companies
because they can receive guidance in conjunction
with funding whilst keeping their culture and, in
most cases, majority ownership.
3i’s funding was used towards reinforcing the
balance sheet during a period of rapid growth and
helping Petrofac transform from an EPC contractor
into a total integrated facilities management solutions. The strategy followed the below expansion
focus:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Provide a range of services across the life
cycle of an asset;
Focus on regions with major hydrocarbon
reserves where significant capital and oper
ational expenditures are expected;
Expand established service offering into
new countries and regions;
Assist customers in achieving local content
goals by increasing the use of indigenous
resources and improving the competence
and technical skills of local workforces;
Attract and retain specialists and key personnel;
Identify, acquire, integrate and develop
complementary businesses where
appropriate.

3i’s investment also allowed Petrofac to take equity stakes in future projects, such as in the case of
Ohanet, where Petrofac invested alongside partners
in a $1b development of four gas fields in Algeria.
3i’s investment was worthwhile for both parties.
Showing the interest for the sector, the offering
for Petrofac shares witnessed a strong appetite
from the market and 3i sold its entire stake and
realized over $212m through the 2005 IPO on the
London Stock Exchange at a market capitalization
of $1,309m. This represented a money multiple
of 5.3 times on its investment and an IRR of 67
percent. To put figures in perspective, in 2004
Petrofac realized a net profit of $46.1m and in 2013
it realized a net profit of $650m.
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GULF CAPITAL INVESTMENT INTO
GULF MARINE SERVICES
More recently in early 2014, Gulf Capital completed
the successful IPO of Gulf Marine Services (GMS)
on the London Stock Exchange, generating gains of
over $600m in one of the most profitable private
equity exits in the Middle East.
GMS is a specialized OFS company. It provides
brownfield projects operations, maintenance and
modifications and well servicing retrofit or upgrade.
It also provides greenfield EPC, installation and
decommissioning. Furthermore, it is the leading
operator of self-propelled Self Elevated Support
Vessels in the Middle East and in the Southern
North Sea, with clients in the offshore Oil & Gas
industry and wind turbine installation sector.
GMS was established in Abu Dhabi in 1977. In
2007, the company had three jackup barges plus
one under construction, a good starting point, but it
was looking to become a leader in the Middle East.
In 2007, Gulf Capital led a consortium of investors
who acquired 100 percent of GMS. The investment
gave Gulf Capital an exposure to the fast growing
oil and gas industry whilst limiting its risks to the
underlying sector.
Gulf Capital focused on fleet update, expansion
and increased presence in geographical areas. The
growth in profitability was achieved organically
and without any bolt-on acquisitions. Under Gulf’s
Capital guidance and management, GMS has grown
from a single operation in Abu Dhabi to the number one Middle During the seven-year ownership
period of Gulf Capital, GMS financial performance
registered an annual compound growth rate of 39.6
percent in revenues, 49.2 percent in EBITDA and
51.7 percent in Net Profits.
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05. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The quest for oil gave birth to an industry that is extremely competitive and subject to high economic
and political stakes. The Oil & Gas industry exhibits
significant growth trends due to the increased demand for energy in the world. However, it is also
a cyclical and high-risk industry that requires substantial capex and is subjected to the influences of a
significant number of factors that can affect its operations and performance.
The OFS sector, crucial lifeline to the Oil & Gas
industry, is however partly shielded from direct
shocks and tremors that affect oil prices and oil
production levels. OFS is a sector that is essential to
the proper functioning of the Oil & Gas industry at
multiple stages of the value chain. Whether global
economies are booming or failing, the importance
of energy in our world forces the Oil & Gas companies to maintain their exploration platforms, their
transportation and storage facilities and their processing plants. Furthermore, IOCs and NOCs are
keen to spread their liabilities, outsource specific
tasks and non-core services, and rely regularly on
OFS operators. As a result, the OFS sector will remain active in spite of market conditions. Hence, it
is anti-fragile by nature.
The role of MENA-based OFS operators is of crucial importance in view of the growth prospects in
the region. For lack of capacity, willingness, regulations or market knowledge, the Big 4 have come to
depend on the stable, reliable and competitive support of regional and local OFS operators.
In order to meet market demands and changing
needs, OFS operators have faced increased capex
requirements and turned to private investments.
Given the OFS sector’s potential, the anti-fragile
nature and the relatively contained level of risks, PE
has courted the OFS operators and deal making will
remain on an upward trend in order for investors
to reap the rewards of the sector’s strong prospect.
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